New NA POSTER Contest!

The WRASCNA PR Subcommittee Invites You to Share Your ART Talents

In Helping Us Design a new NA Helpline Poster

CREATOR OF WINNING POSTER WILL RECEIVE 2 OCNA38 Registrations, Banquet Tickets & Dance Tickets

Winning Poster will be submitted to BRSCNA (region) with a challenge to other areas to participate & offer their best!

For More Information Please Contact:

Christina W. - 330-601-9077
Jesse G. - 330-573-0772
Rick R. - 330-815-3969
Kristen H. - 330-834-6078

1. DON’T LOSE THE MESSAGE CONTAINED ON THE CURRENT POSTER

2. BE CREATIVE & ADD YOUR ARTISTIC FLAIR

3. NEW IDEAS ARE WELCOMED!

4. PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR ENTRY BY 4/1/20!